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Economic Reasons for Concern
Potential Potential impactimpact chainschains triggeredtriggered byby oceanocean

acidificationacidification::

•• Marine food Marine food webswebs
→→ commercialcommercial fishfish stock stock 
→→ food food securitysecurity forfor millionsmillions of people of people 

& & multimulti--billionbillion dollardollar industryindustry

•• AArearea & integrity of coral reefs& integrity of coral reefs
→→ multimulti--billion dollar industry from tourismbillion dollar industry from tourism

•• Oceanic carbon pump Oceanic carbon pump –– pricing?pricing?



CO2-Emissions 
Business as Usual (BAU) 

vs EU´s 2°C-Target

Climate-
Economists
until 2006:

„2° target
costs >5% 
GWP

Too expensive!!
Too dangerous!!“

BAU

2°C Target

MitigationMitigation
GapGap



Mass Production lowers Costs

Source: IEA (2000): Experience Curves for Energy Technology Policy; p. 21
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Options for CO2 emissions abatement

Coal/Oil/Nat.Gas cheap, pure time preference rate 1%

year
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Edenhofer et. al. 2007



Carbon Capture & Sequestration





Economic Costs of Climate Protection

• Stabilisation @450ppm 
≙ 0.5...1.5% GWP loss

• Induces momentum in climate policy:
– Environmentalists may be satisfied as the 2° target 

gets a chance
– Economists are satisfied as costs are low.

• Society can act...
• ...in spite of ongoing normative discrepanciesver

climate sensitivity decides what temperature 
change this impliesHeld & Edenhofer, 2008



Sources: Own calculations based on 
European Wind Atlas, www.windatlas.dk
IES - Institute for Environment and Sustainability http://ies.jrc.ec.europa.eu/index.html
EEA - How much bioenergy can Europe produce without harming the Environment



Non-European Reductions

European Contribution to Mitigation

Edenhofer et al., 2008



As long as there is no Global Deal:
Coalitions & Climate Policy

Cap&Trade-Coalition

+ +Taxation

Regions

Edenhofer et al., 2008



Edenhofer meets Schwarzenegger on 
Linking

Aug 2007

Sep 2008:
Elected IPCC
WG III CoChair;



Pricing Carbon

• These climate policies correspond to a carbon
price of 20...200$/tC.

• The ocean absorbs 2GtC/yr. 

• → 0.1% ... 1%  GDP  -
Carbon pump´s value under emission cap

• However: 2Gt/yr would even push up the carbon
price – above numbers are lower bounds.



Consequences for a new
Global Carbon Protocol

• Stricter CO2 emission targets

• Emphasis on carbon rather than
radiation management

• Need for intensified research on the
impacts of sub-seabed CO2 
sequestration & potential leakage



Carbon Sequestration in Geological Formations:
An Example Operated at Present

1km

Utsira-
Formation

Gas

(by Statoil; platform off-shore Norway)



Ocean Acidification Community may 
Contribute to Honest Brokering

• How much CO2 mitigation?

• At the expenses of which 
side effects?

• OA-community could offer   
consistent metric to discuss 

•Reduction of atmospheric 
CO2 vs.

•Leakage from sub-seabed 
CO2



Summary
• Large economic numbers at risk – yet indirect 

effects still to be researched

• ‚Willingness to pay‘ to be researched

• The oceanic carbon pump obtains an economic 
value under a climate policy regime.
– Such a regime appears economically feasible 

(0.5...1.5% GDP costs only for transforming the 
energy system)

• The ocean acidification community could provide 
objective metrics to weigh benefits and side-effects 
of sub-seabed CO2 sequestration.
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